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NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included in Unstitched Dresses , 
They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or mobile/computer screen 
brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,990

WCF23-05
AUBURN-RED

Stunning Auburn-Red colour Co-ord set featuring mid-length sleeves, 
stylized neckline, and paired with straight trousers with single pleats at 
the centre. 





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included in Unstitched Dresses , 
They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or mobile/computer screen 
brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,990

WCF23-03
DARK TEAL

Striking dark teal Co-ord set featuring a stylish closed collar neckline, 
pin tuck along the sleeves, and paired with straight trousers. Perfect for 
smart-causal or semi-formal wear.





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included in Unstitched Dresses , 
They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or mobile/computer screen 
brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,990

WCF23-01
PINE

Alluring Pine colour Co-ord set featuring button shirt with two pockets, 
frayed-hems and cuffs sleeves , paired with culottes with simillar 
frayed-edges styling.  A charming option to add to your semi-formal 
wear wardrobe.





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included in Unstitched Dresses , 
They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or mobile/computer screen 
brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,990

WCF23-02
ARMY GREEN

Chic Army Green colour Co-ord set featuring a button-down shirt with 
stylized front and cuffed sleeves and, paired with straight trousers. A 
eyecatching outfit to style this season. 





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included in Unstitched Dresses , 
They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or mobile/computer screen 
brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,990

WCF23-04
BROWN

Brown colour Co-ord set featuring a fashionably designed top, stylized 
sleeves and paired with straight trousers. Smart-causal look for semi-for-
mal events. Elegant look to style this season. 





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included in Unstitched Dresses , 
They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or mobile/computer screen 
brightness settings

MRP: RS 6,990

SSPC-06
INDIGO

Charming Indigo colour button-down poplin shirt. Featuring trendy 
loose sleeves with rolled-up buttoned cuffs.
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www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included in Unstitched Dresses , 
They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or mobile/computer screen 
brightness settings

MRP: RS 3,250

SSPC-01
OFF WHITE

White colour button-down poplin shirt. Features a stylish loose-fit cut, 
spread collar and drop shoulder sleeves. 





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included in Unstitched Dresses , 
They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or mobile/computer screen 
brightness settings

MRP: RS 3,250

SSPC-02
OLIVE

Olive colour button-down poplin shirt. Featuring a chic V-shaped 
open collar and drop-shoulder sleeves. Elegant chic look to style for 
your dailywear outfit.





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included in Unstitched Dresses , 
They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or mobile/computer screen 
brightness settings

MRP: RS 3,250

SSPC-03
LEMON

Lemon colour button-down poplin shirt. Featuring a loose-fit cut and 
long back style. An ideal outfit to pair with wide-leg jeans or straight 
trousers. 





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included in Unstitched Dresses , 
They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or mobile/computer screen 
brightness settings

MRP: RS 3,250

SSPC-04
CORAL

Coral colour button-down poplin shirt. Featuring a spread collar and 
long back design.  A chic look to style this season.





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included in Unstitched Dresses , 
They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or mobile/computer screen 
brightness settings

MRP: RS 3,250

SSPC-05
LILAC

Lalic colour button-down poplin shirt. Featuring spread collar, baggy 
sleeves with fitted cuffs. A trendy look for you to look amazing in. 





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included in Unstitched Dresses , 
They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or mobile/computer screen 
brightness settings

MRP: RS 3,250

SSPC-06
INDIGO

Charming Indigo colour button-down poplin shirt. Featuring trendy 
loose sleeves with rolled-up buttoned cuffs.





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included in Unstitched Dresses , 
They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or mobile/computer screen 
brightness settings

MRP: RS 3,250

SSPH-07
GREEN

Trendy green colour button-down poplin shirt. Featuring short sleeve 
design and front pocket. An ideal smart casual option for your daily 
wear wardrobe.





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included in Unstitched Dresses , 
They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or mobile/computer screen 
brightness settings

MRP: RS 3,250

SSPC-08
FUSHSIA

Dazzle in a captivating Fushsia button-down poplin shirt. Design with 
loose-fit cut and stylized with buttons along the side. A perfect smart 
casual look to style this season.





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included in Unstitched Dresses , 
They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or mobile/computer screen 
brightness settings

MRP: RS 3,250

SSPC-09
SAFFRON

Saffron colour button-down poplin shirt. Featuring a trendy loose-fit cut 
and long-back design.  A classy shirt to style with a pair of jeans and 
trousers.





www.saharonline.pk

NOTE:  Extra Finishing Attachments like Tassels , Ribbons etc are not included in Unstitched Dresses , 
They are only for Model Shoot Purpose.

Product color may slightly vary due to photographic lighting sources or mobile/computer screen 
brightness settings

MRP: RS 3,250

SSPC-10
BLACK

A classic jet-black colour button-down poplin shirt. Featuring a drop 
sleeves design and a long round hem back. Perfect for a smart causal 
and sleek look.
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